
 

Quantum Chemical - Supporting the Edmonton 
community and Children’s Autism Services of 
Edmonton 

We feel it’s important to recognize our long time partners and supporters that have helped make a 
difference in how we serve families with autism. Quantum Chemical understands the specialized 
services that Children’s Autism Services provides to our community.  

 The demand for autism treatment in Edmonton continues to rise. Currently, 1 in 66 children are 
diagnosed with autism.   

As the demand grows, so do waitlists. We didn’t want to turn any families away and desperately needed 
another location. We acquired an older building complex on the south side of Edmonton at 9765 54 
Avenue and started the renovation process. The in-kind donation we received from Quantum Chemical 
was essential in making our second location a reality.  

“We know that Quantum Chemical and owners Tony and Colleen LaGrange see the need to support 
children and families affected by autism. We appreciate the collaboration with our organization. It’s 
because of companies like this that we can help families and children,” says Terri Duncan, Executive 
Director at Children’s Autism Services of Edmonton.  

During the Building Permit application process it was determined that for the proposed use as a school, 
the existing building required an additional fire rating. Quantum Chemical provided product data to the 
City of Edmonton on SafeCoat, which Tony invented. It can be applied similar to paint. The city accepted 
this recommendation and Quantum provided Children’s Autism Services with the product. It’s all in the 
chemistry at Quantum Chemical.  

Tim Tattinger with Synergy Projects Ltd. was the project manager for the south campus location. He says 
the team at Quantum Chemical were a pleasure to work with. “Tony LaGrange and Quantum Chemical 
went out of their way to help solve a fire rating issue at Children’s Autism Services and provided 
SafeCoat very quickly to ensure the project could open on schedule,” explains Tattinger. Quantum 
Chemical is committed to making a difference in our community.  

 


